Abstract-We propose a hybrid ARQ scheme which uses QPSK modulation for the first transmission and BPSK modulation for retransmissions. The throughput performance of the proposed ARQ scheme is better that those of ARQ schemes purely using QPSK modulation or purely using BPSK modulation for transmissions. Furthermore, the proposed scheme does not require any operation of error correction as usually required in hybrid ARQ schemes. Therefore, the ARQ scheme proposed in this paper can be easily implemented.
I. INTRODUCTION T IS WELL KNOWN that the error control technique
I can be basically classified into two categories, the automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) schemes and the forward error-correction (FEC) schemes [ 11. For a FEC scheme, at the transmission side, a coded signal block is transmitted each time while the receiving side estimates and removes the possible transmission errors. For a FEC scheme, no retransmissions are required and hence its throughput rate is a constant. Conventional ARQ schemes can be divided into two classes, pure ARQ schemes and hybrid ARQ schemes. For a pure ARQ scheme, a coded signal block is transmitted and an exactly the same signal block is retransmitted if the receiving side detects transmission errors and requests the transmitter for a retransmission. For a pure ARQ scheme, only error detection operation is required and hence its implementation is very simple. Hybrid ARQ schemes can be further divided into two types. For a type I hybrid ARQ scheme, the procedure is the same as pure ARQ schemes except that for some error patterns the receiving side can remove them directly without requesting retransmissions while for some other error pattems the receiving side can only detect them but not remove them and hence retransmissions are requested. Note that for a type I hybrid ARQ scheme, we require both error detection and error correction operations. Type I hybrid ARQ schemes can be viewed as a tradeoff between pure ARQ schemes and FEC schemes. For a type I1 121- [8] hybrid ARQ scheme, if a retransmission is required, the retransmission is not the same as the original transmission while a parity part of the original transmission is transmitted. The idea of type I1 hybrid ARQ schemes is that the original transmission and the Paper approved by D. Divsalar, the Editor for Coding Theory and Applications of the IEEE Communications Society. Manuscript received April 8, 1991; revised September 16, 1992. This paper was presented in part at the 1993 Symposium on Information Theory and its Applications, Kanazawa, Japan, October [19] [20] [21] [22] 1993 .
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parity retransmission can be combined as an error-corrupted codeword of a much longer code which has the capability of removing a large amount of errors.
In general, compared to the FEC scheme, the ARQ scheme has the advantage of low complexity of implementation and high reliability. In addition to the requirement of a feedback channel, the price that we have to pay for using the ARQ scheme is that the throughput is not a constant rate. For an ARQ scheme, the noisier the channel is the lower throughput rate we can achieve. Among the various types of ARQ schemes, the type I1 hybrid ARQ schemes are usually the most efficient. The reason is that a type I1 hybrid ARQ scheme takes advantage of the residual information of the undiscarded error-detected transmissions. However, the decoding for combination of the originally transmitted signal block and the retransmitted parity signal block requires substantial decoding effort. Hence, the usage of type I1 hybrid ARQ scheme more or less sacrifice the merit of low complexity.
We propose an ARQ scheme for which we use QPSK modulation for the first transmission and BPSK modulation for retransmissions. Using the concept of set partitioning for QPSK signal space [9] -[ lo], each transmitted signal block on QPSK signal space is designed under a two-level coding structure. Like type I1 hybrid ARQ schemes, the ARQ scheme proposed here takes advantage of the residual information in the error-detected transmissions. However, we do not need to do the error correction work as conventional type I1 hybrid ARQ schemes do. Theoretical analyses and simulation results show that the throughput performance of the proposed scheme applied on the additive white Gaussian noise channel is better than those of the ARQ schemes purely using QPSK modulation or purely using BPSK modulation under very high reliability requirement. The superiority of the proposed scheme is even more significant when the ARQ schemes to be compared are selective repeat type with finite buffer. Moreover, the proposed scheme requires only error detection process. Hence, the complexity of implementation is very low.
THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Let C, be an ( n , k,, d,) binary linear code and c b be an ( n , k b , d 6 ) binary linear code. In the proposed ARQ scheme, we encode a (k, + kb)-bit message (E,, -6) into the codeword (V,, &,) , where E , is a codeword of C, encoded from Ea and V 6 is a codeword of C 6 encoded from E b . The vector (V,, q 6 ) can be written in binary vector form of (al, . . . , a,, b l , . . . , bn), which is then mapped into a block of n QPSK signal symbols, denoted by s. In g, the ith QPSK 0090-6778/95$04.00 0 1995 IEEE The QPSK signal is defined by
The QPSK constellation is arranged as shown in Fig. 1 . The procedure proceeds to step 4).
c)
2 ) The transmitter receives ACK. The transmission of (V,. V b ) is completed. A new QPSK signal block will be transmitted to the receiver. The procedure is then back to step 1).
3 ) The transmitter receives NAK,. which is the estimation for bi, using a;* and the region that Qf locates which was recorded in step 1). The decision rules are as follows: In case that uf* = 0, and Qf is in one of the regions, I, 11, 111, and VIII, then bf* is determined to be 0. In case that UT* = 0, and QT is in one of the regions, IV, V, VI, and VII, then bf* is determined to be 1. In case that uf* = 1, and Qf is in one of the regions, I, VI, VII, and VIII, then bf* is determined to be 0. In case that a;* = 1, and QT is in one of the regions, 11, 111, IV, and V, then b,** is determined to be 1 . After ?7; * = (b;*>. . . , br) is determined, the receiver tests whether V i * is a codeword of ct,.
If the answer is positive, the ACK is sent back to the transmitter to acknowledge the acceptance of (Val 56). The procedure proceeds to step 2). If the answer is negative, then NAKb is sent back to ask for a retransmission of Vb. The procedure then proceeds to step 4).
b)
4) The transmitter receives IvAK6. The procedure proceeds to the beginning of step 4).
If E:** E c b , then ACK is sent back to the transmitter to acknowledge the acceptance of (Fa, u b ) .
The procedure then proceeds to step 2).
A flow chart for the operation of the proposed ARQ scheme is given in Fig. 2 .
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We assume that the signal is transmitted through a channel disturbed with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of one sided power spectral density No. Then, the two-dimensional Gaussian noise has probability density function of
where o2 = No/T, and x, y are the magnitudes of noise at x axis and y axis of the signal space respectively. Let P Q ( u f , bf /ui, b i ) denote the probability that a QPSK signal Q; represented by ( u ; , b;) was sent and the received signal Qt represented by ( u f , bf) is received. By assuming 2 Es/Ts = 1. we can calculate that
where erfc(y) = 2/& Jyp" e-" dz. If we transmit a BPSK signal, the probability that the receiver will have an erroneous estimation for the transmitted message bit is
In the analysis, we use the notation Z + c# to denote the event that the vector E is correctly received, the notation E --t d# to denote the event that the vector E is detected to be in error, and the notation ?E + e# to denote the event that the vector E is accepted with errors undetected. For j = 0, 1, . . . , n, let Aj and Bj be the number of codewords of the following probabilities which are important in evaluating the coding performance of C, in the proposed ARQ scheme at step 1): The probabilities for evaluating the coding performance of c b when the vector 5: is correctly received can be calculated as follows:
The probabilities concerning E;* are calculated as follows:
In our scheme, we assume that P(E: + e # ) is extremely small so that we need not consider the affect of the following probabilities, P(V:
. This assumption is a practical one, since we can easily design C, with sufficient parity check bits to meet the assumption for any value of PI such that 0 5 2P1 5 [I] . Under the condition that V: is detected to be in error, we are at condition a) of step 3) and the associated probabilities are as follows: we have max (q2, P2) < and max (41, 1 -2P1 -P 2 ) < 1 -max ( 9 2 . P2). Hence, we can find codes with sufficient parity check bits such that $ is extremely small [l] .
It is also required that P(E:* + e # ) be very small so that our derivation can be much simplified. For i 2 1, let Si
denote the event that E:* is successfully received at the ith retransmission of E,, not including the first transmission using
QPSK modulation. The probability of the occurrence of S; is where cy4 = P(E:
The probabilities for evaluating the coding performance of cb at step 4) are given as follows:
For i 2 1, let Si denote the event that E:* is correctly received at the ith retransmission of V,. Since P(E:* + e # ) is negligibly small, we have
P(E;**
Suppose that the ARQ scheme is a select-repeat type (S-R type) [I] . For a block to be successfully accepted by the receiver, the average number of required transmissions (including the original transmission and retransmissions) is r,
Let the throughput rate be defined as the number of received message bits per transmitted symbol. Then the throughput of the proposed scheme using S-R type is given by where k,/n and kb/n are code rates of C, and of cb, respectively.
Iv. THROUGHPUT EFFICIENCY FOR THE PROPOSED ARQ SCHEME OF SELECTIVE REPEAT TYPE WITH FINITE RECEIVER BUFFER
The throughput shown by (24) for our ARQ scheme using selective repeat (S-R) type is derived based on an assumption that the receiver has infinite buffer. However, in practical situations, the size of receiver buffer must be finite. The throughput with finite receiver buffer is usually inferior to the throughput with infinite receiver buffer. The analysis of throughput for S-R type ARQ scheme with finite receiver buffer is usually very complicated. In [ 5 ] , Lin and Yu used a technique to derive a lower bound on the throughput of a type I1 hybrid ARQ scheme of S-R type with finite buffer of size N blocks, where N is the number of transmissions within a round-trip delay time. The lower bound of throughput in [5] is derived based on an inferior system which has a throughput not higher than the original system. In this section, we will derive a lower bound on the throughput for the proposed ARQ scheme of S-R type with finite buffer by applying a technique similar that used in [5] . ( j ) or Bb(j). For our ARQ scheme of S-R type with finite receiver buffer, the algorithm of operation is the same as the case of infinite receiver buffer except for an additional rule.
RuEe: In case that the receiver receives a clock & ( j ) and the buffer is full so that there is no room to store it or its falling region, the receiver sends NAK, back to the transmitter. Once
the transmitter receives NAK,, it retransmits & ( j ) .
Following the definition of [5], the transmitter is said to be in normal state if the next N blocks to be transmitted are all new data blocks. Let TA, the regeneration point, be an instant at which the transmitter is in normal state and begins to leave the normal state. From the definition of TA, the block & ( j ) transmitted at TA will not be accepted by the receiver and one of the N A K , , NAKb, NAK, will be received by the transmitter after a round-trip delay time. Then the transmitter will start the retransmission process and eventually will return to the normal state. At a later time, the transmitter will enter another regeneration point. From one regeneration point to another regeneration point, the transmitter goes through a sequence of events. The stochastic description for the events which occur between two adjacent regeneration points is independent and identical to the description for events occurring between any two adjacent regeneration points.
In the following, we first list probabilities of a block Q ( j ) being successfully transmitted within given times of retransmissions, which are useful parameters for the derivation of the throughput efficiency. The probability of a block G ( j ) which was not accepted in its first QPSK transmission but is accepted in its first BPSK retransmission is
The probability of a block & ( j ) which was not accepted in its first QPSK transmission and in its first BPSK retransmission but is accepted in its second BPSK retransmission is
The probability of a block G ( j ) which was not accepted in its first QPSK transmission and in its first, second BPSK retransmission but is accepted in its third BPSK retransmission is Consider the possible events occurring between two adjacent regeneration points. Suppose that at a regeneration point TA, a block Q(1) is transmitted, which is then not accepted by the receiver. The block Q ( j ) , 1 < j 5 N , may be accepted by the receiver or may be not after its transmission. After a roundtrip delay, the transmitter enters the first retransmission cycle.
During the first retransmission cycle, B( 1) is retransmitted first and for 1 < j 5 N , B ( j ) will be retransmitted in case that G ( j ) is not accepted and some Q(I) in the input queue will be transmitted. Suppose that Q( 1), Q(2), . . . , g ( N ) are not all accepted in the first retransmission cycle, we enter the second retransmission cycle. The conditions for transmissions and retransmissions can be categorized into the following four cases.
Case 1: All the erroneously transmitted blocks among g(2) , . . . , Q( N ) are recovered by their first retransmissions. The probability that this event occurs is
In this case, we consider an inferior system for which the transmitter, with the help of a genie, can first transmit B ( j l ) , . 
The average number of blocks g(j) transmitted between two successive regeneration points is
The average number of transmitted blocks including original transmissions and retransmissions between two successive regeneration points is
The average number of consecutive blocks Q ( j ) that are successfully transmitted after the retransmissions and before the next regeneration point is
Case 3: All the erroneously transmitted blocks among Q(1), Q(2), . . . , Q ( N ) are recovered within three retransmissions, but not all recovered by their first two retransmissions. The probability that this event occurs is
The average number of blocks q(j) successfully transmitted between two successive regeneration points is
The average number of transmitted blocks including original transmissions and retransmissions between two successive regeneration points is 
The average number of blocks & ( j ) transmitted between two successive regeneration points is
The average number of transmitted blocks including original transmissions and retransmissions between two successive regeneration points is is the worst error probability. For n = 512, the probability P(V: + e#) is below loV8 for E,/No higher than 5 dB while for n = 128P(V: .--) e#) is below lop8 for E,/No higher than 7 dB. Suppose that the round-trip delay is 650 ms and the symbol rate is 50 k symbols/sec (100 kbits/sec for QPSK, 50 kbitsisec for BPSK). Then, we have N = 64 for n = 512 and N = 256 for n = 128. Lower bounds and simulated results for throughputs of the S-R ARQ with finite buffer N given n = 512 and n = 128 are shown in Figs. 4 and 6 respectively, where lower bounds are calculated based on (42).
For comparison purpose, we also consider two pure ARQ systems for which one uses BPSK signalling and the other uses conventional QPSK signalling in which binary representations for any two adjacent signal points in the constellation are different by only one bit.
The pure ARQ system using conventional QPSK signalling is designed as follows. In case of n = 512, at each time, a From the figures, we can see that under the requirement of very low error probabilities, the throughput of the proposed ARQ scheme is similar to that of the pure ARQ system using QPSK signalling at very high E,/NO ratio and similar to that of the pure ARQ system using BPSK signalling at low
